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Abstract—We survey recent developments in the design of
large-capacity content-addressable memory (CAM). A CAM is
a memory that implements the lookup-table function in a single
clock cycle using dedicated comparison circuitry. CAMs are
especially popular in network routers for packet forwarding and
packet classification, but they are also beneficial in a variety of
other applications that require high-speed table lookup. The main
CAM-design challenge is to reduce power consumption associated with the large amount of parallel active circuitry, without
sacrificing speed or memory density. In this paper, we review
CAM-design techniques at the circuit level and at the architectural level. At the circuit level, we review low-power matchline
sensing techniques and searchline driving approaches. At the
architectural level we review three methods for reducing power
consumption.
Index Terms—Bank selection, content-addressable memory
(CAM), matchline pipelining, matchline sensing, NAND cell, NOR
cell, review, searchline power.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

CONTENT-ADDRESSABLE memory (CAM) compares
input search data against a table of stored data, and
returns the address of the matching data [1]–[5]. CAMs have
a single clock cycle throughput making them faster than other
hardware- and software-based search systems. CAMs can be
used in a wide variety of applications requiring high search
speeds. These applications include parametric curve extraction
[6], Hough transformation [7], Huffman coding/decoding [8],
[9], Lempel–Ziv compression [10]–[13], and image coding
[14]. The primary commercial application of CAMs today
is to classify and forward Internet protocol (IP) packets in
network routers [15]–[20]. In networks like the Internet, a
message such an as e-mail or a Web page is transferred by
first breaking up the message into small data packets of a few
hundred bytes, and, then, sending each data packet individually
through the network. These packets are routed from the source,
through the intermediate nodes of the network (called routers),
and reassembled at the destination to reproduce the original
message. The function of a router is to compare the destination
address of a packet to all possible routes, in order to choose the
appropriate one. A CAM is a good choice for implementing
this lookup operation due to its fast search capability.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual view of a content-addressable memory containing
words. In this example, the search word matches location
as indicated
by the shaded box. The matchlines provide the row match results. The encoder
outputs an encoded version of the match location using
bits.

However, the speed of a CAM comes at the cost of increased
silicon area and power consumption, two design parameters
that designers strive to reduce. As CAM applications grow,
demanding larger CAM sizes, the power problem is further
exacerbated. Reducing power consumption, without sacrificing
speed or area, is the main thread of recent research in large-capacity CAMs. In this paper, we survey developments in the
CAM area at two levels: circuits and architectures. Before
providing an outline of this paper at the end of this section, we
first briefly introduce the operation of CAM and also describe
the CAM application of packet forwarding.
Fig. 1 shows a simplified block diagram of a CAM. The
input to the system is the search word that is broadcast onto
the searchlines to the table of stored data. The number of bits
in a CAM word is usually large, with existing implementations
ranging from 36 to 144 bits. A typical CAM employs a table
size ranging between a few hundred entries to 32K entries,
corresponding to an address space ranging from 7 bits to 15
bits. Each stored word has a matchline that indicates whether
the search word and stored word are identical (the match case)
or are different (a mismatch case, or miss). The matchlines are
fed to an encoder that generates a binary match location corresponding to the matchline that is in the match state. An encoder
is used in systems where only a single match is expected. In
CAM applications where more than one word may match, a
priority encoder is used instead of a simple encoder. A priority
encoder selects the highest priority matching location to map
to the match result, with words in lower address locations
receiving higher priority. In addition, there is often a hit signal
(not shown in the figure) that flags the case in which there is no
matching location in the CAM. The overall function of a CAM
is to take a search word and return the matching memory location. One can think of this operation as a fully programmable
arbitrary mapping of the large space of the input search word
to the smaller space of the output match location.
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE ROUTING TABLE

Fig. 2. Plot of CAM capacity (log scale) versus year of publication [21]–[27].

The operation of a CAM is like that of the tag portion of a
fully associative cache. The tag portion of a cache compares
its input, which is an address, to all addresses stored in the tag
memory. In the case of match, a single matchline goes high,
indicating the location of a match. Unlike CAMs, caches do not
use priority encoders since only a single match occurs; instead,
the matchline directly activates a read of the data portion of
the cache associated with the matching tag. Many circuits are
common to both CAMs and caches; however, we focus on largecapacity CAMs rather than on fully associative caches, which
target smaller capacity and higher speed.
Today’s largest commercially available single-chip CAMs
are 18 Mbit implementations, although the largest CAMs
reported in the literature are 9 Mbit in size [21], [22]. As a
rule of thumb, the largest available CAM chip is usually about
half the size of the largest available SRAM chip. This rule of
thumb comes from the fact that a typical CAM cell consists
of two SRAM cells, as we will see shortly. Fig. 2 plots (on a
logarithmic scale) the capacity of published CAM [21]–[27]
chips versus time from 1985 to 2004, revealing an exponential
growth rate typical of semiconductor memory circuits and the
factor-of-two relationship between SRAM and CAM.
A. Packet Forwarding Using CAM
We describe the application of CAMs to packet forwarding in
network routers. First, we briefly summarize packet forwarding
and then show how a CAM implements the required operations.
Further examples of approaches that use CAMs for the purposes
of sorting and searching are provided in [28], [29].
Network routers forward data packets from an incoming port
to an outgoing port, using an address-lookup function. The address-lookup function examines the destination address of the
packet and selects the output port associated with that address.
The router maintains a list, called the routing table, that contains
destination addresses and their corresponding output ports. An
example of a simplified routing table is displayed in Table I. All
four entries in the table are 5-bit words, with the don’t care bit,
“X”, matching both a 0 and a 1 in that position. Because of the
“X” bits, the first three entries in the Table represent a range
of input addresses, i.e., entry 1 maps all addresses in the range
10100 to 10111 to port A. The router searches this table for the
destination address of each incoming packet, and selects the appropriate output port. For example, if the router receives a packet
with the destination address 10100, the packet is forwarded to
port A. In the case of the incoming address 01101, the address

Fig. 3. CAM-based implementation of the routing table of Table I.

lookup matches both entry 2 and entry 3 in the table. Entry 2
is selected since it has the fewest “X” bits, or, alternatively, it
has the longest prefix, indicating that it is the most direct route
to the destination. This lookup method is called longest-prefix
matching.
Fig. 3 illustrates how a CAM accomplishes address lookup
by implementing the routing table shown in Table I. On the left
of Fig. 3, the packet destination-address of 01101 is the input
to the CAM. As in the table, two locations match, with the
(priority) encoder choosing the upper entry and generating the
match location 01, which corresponds to the most-direct route.
This match location is the input address to a RAM that contains
a list of output ports, as depicted in Fig. 3. A RAM read operation outputs the port designation, port B, to which the incoming
packet is forwarded. We can view the match location output of
the CAM as a pointer that retrieves the associated word from
the RAM. In the particular case of packet forwarding the associated word is the designation of the output port. This CAM/RAM
system is a complete implementation of an address-lookup engine for packet forwarding.
B. CAM Basics
We now take a more detailed look at CAM architecture. A
small model is shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows a CAM consisting of 4 words, with each word containing 3 bits arranged
horizontally (corresponding to 3 CAM cells). There is a matchline corresponding to each word (
,
, etc.) feeding into
matchline sense amplifiers (MLSAs), and there is a differential
searchline pair corresponding to each bit of the search word
,
,
,
, etc.). A CAM search operation begins
(
with loading the search-data word into the search-data registers
followed by precharging all matchlines high, putting them all
temporarily in the match state. Next, the searchline drivers
broadcast the search word onto the differential searchlines, and
each CAM core cell compares its stored bit against the bit on its
corresponding searchlines. Matchlines on which all bits match
remain in the precharged-high state. Matchlines that have at
least one bit that misses, discharge to ground. The MLSA
then detects whether its matchline has a matching condition or
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Fig. 4. Simple schematic of a model CAM with 4 words having 3 bits
each. The schematic shows individual core cells, differential searchlines, and
matchline sense amplifiers (MLSAs).

miss condition. Finally, the encoder maps the matchline of the
matching location to its encoded address.
We organize the remainder of this paper by expanding upon
the structure of the model in Fig. 4. In the next section, Section II, we begin our survey by looking at the two common
CAM cells, the NOR cell and the NAND cell, each of which can
be used as the basic building block in Fig. 4. The section continues by examining the combination of CAM cells to construct
a full matchline. Section III describes techniques for detecting
whether a matchline has a match or a miss. This section also
discusses matchline power consumption, and compares the reviewed techniques in terms of the power savings they provide.
In Section IV, we turn our attention to the searchlines, and examine proposals that save searchline power. Section V reviews
three architectural techniques that save power. Finally, in Section VII, we explore future directions for CAM research.
II. CORE CELLS AND MATCHLINE STRUCTURE
A CAM cell serves two basic functions: bit storage (as in
RAM) and bit comparison (unique to CAM). Fig. 5 shows a
NOR-type CAM cell [Fig. 5(a)] and the NAND-type CAM cell
[Fig. 5(b)]. The bit storage in both cases is an SRAM cell where
cross-coupled inverters implement the bit-storage nodes D and
. To simplify the schematic, we omit the nMOS access transistors and bitlines which are used to read and write the SRAM
storage bit. Although some CAM cell implementations use lower
area DRAM cells [27], [30], typically, CAM cells use SRAM
storage. The bit comparison, which is logically equivalent to
an XOR of the stored bit and the search bit is implemented in a
somewhat different fashion in the NOR and the NAND cells.
A. NOR Cell
The NOR cell implements the comparison between the complementary stored bit, D (and ), and the complementary search
data on the complementary searchline, SL (and ), using four
through
, which are all typically
comparison transistors,
minimum-size to maintain high cell density. These transistors
implement the pulldown path of a dynamic XNOR logic gate with
and
,
inputs SL and D. Each pair of transistors,
forms a pulldown path from the matchline, ML, such that a mismatch of SL and D activates least one of the pulldown paths,

Fig. 5. CAM core cells for (a) 10-T NOR-type CAM and (b) 9-T NAND-type
CAM [26]. The cells are shown using SRAM-based data-storage cells. For
simplicity, the figure omits the usual SRAM access transistors and associated
bitlines. The SRAM storage and access transistors account for six of the cell
transistors.

connecting ML to ground. A match of SL and D disables both
pulldown paths, disconnecting ML from ground. The NOR nature of this cell becomes clear when multiple cells are connected
in parallel to form a CAM word by shorting the ML of each cell
to the ML of adjacent cells. The pulldown paths connect in parallel resembling the pulldown path of a CMOS NOR logic gate.
There is a match condition on a given ML only if every individual cell in the word has a match.
B. NAND Cell
The NAND cell implements the comparison between the stored
bit, D, and corresponding search data on the corresponding
), using the three comparison transistors
searchlines, (SL,
,
, and
, which are all typically minimum-size to
maintain high cell density. We illustrate the bit-comparison
operation of a NAND cell through an example. Consider the
and
. Pass transistor
case of a match when
is ON and passes the logic “1” on the SL to node B. Node B
is the bit-match node which is logic “1” if there is a match in
. Note
the cell. The logic “1” on node B turns ON transistor
that
is also turned ON in the other match case when
and
. In this case, the transistor
passes a logic
,
high to raise node B. The remaining cases, where
result in a miss condition, and accordingly node B is logic
is OFF. Node B is a pass-transistor
“0” and the transistor
. The NAND nature
implementation of the XNOR function
of this cell becomes clear when multiple NAND cells are serially
and
nodes are joined
connected. In this case, the
transistors
to form a word. A serial nMOS chain of all the
resembles the pulldown path of a CMOS NAND logic gate. A
match condition for the entire word occurs only if every cell in
a word is in the match condition.
An important property of the NOR cell is that it provides a full
rail voltage at the gates of all comparison transistors. On the
other hand, a deficiency of the NAND cell is that it provides only
a reduced logic “1” voltage at node B, which can reach only
when the searchlines are driven to
(where
is the supply voltage and
is the nMOS threshold voltage).
C. Cell Variants
Fig. 6 shows a variant of the NOR cell [Fig. 6(a)] and a variant
of the NAND cell [Fig. 6(b)]. The NOR cell variant uses only
9-transistors compared to the previous 10-T NOR cell. The bit
comparison uses pass transistors (as in the previous 9-T NAND
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TABLE II
TERNARY ENCODING FOR NOR CELL

Fig. 6. CAM core cells variations for (a) 9-T NOR-type CAM and (b) 10-T
NAND-type CAM. The cells are shown using SRAM-based data-storage
cells. For simplicity, the figure omits the usual SRAM access transistors and
associated bitlines. The SRAM storage and access transistors account for six
of the cell transistors.

cell), however, the NOR property of this cell is apparent when
multiple cells are connected in parallel to form a CAM word
by shorting the ML of each cell to the ML of adjacent cells.
The pulldown paths are in parallel just as in a CMOS NOR logic
gate. Although, this 9-T NOR cell has only a single transistor in
so
the pulldown path, the node B can only rise to
usually the 10-T NOR cell is preferred.
The 10-T NAND cell [Fig. 6(b)] is a variant of the previous 9-T
NAND cell. When the bit comparison succeeds in this cell, one of
and
is ON. Thus, when
the transistor paths between
multiple cells are shorted together these transistor paths appear
in series just as in the pulldown network of a CMOS NAND gate.
Since this NAND cell doubles the number of transistors in series,
the 9-T NAND is usually preferred.
For the remainder of this paper we discuss only the 9-T NAND
cell and the 10-T NOR cells as they are in predominant use today.
D. Ternary Cells
The NOR and NAND cells that have been presented are binary
CAM cells. Such cells store either a logic “0” or a logic “1”.
Ternary cells, in addition, store an “X” value. The “X” value is a
don’t care, that represents both “0” and “1”, allowing a wildcard
operation. Wildcard operation means that an “X” value stored in
a cell causes a match regardless of the input bit. As discussed
earlier, this is a feature used in packet forwarding in Internet
routers.
A ternary symbol can be encoded into two bits according to
Table II. We represent these two bits as D and . Note that
although the D and are not necessarily complementary, we
maintain the complementary notation for consistency with the
binary CAM cell. Since two bits can represent 4 possible states,
but ternary storage requires only three states, we disallow the
state where D and are both zero. To store a ternary value in a
NOR cell, we add a second SRAM cell, as shown in Fig. 7. One
bit, D, connects to the left pulldown path and the other bit, ,
connects to the right pulldown path, making the pulldown paths
independently controlled. We store an “X” by setting both D and
equal to logic “1”, which disables both pulldown paths and
forces the cell to match regardless in the inputs. We store a logic
“1” by setting
and
and store a logic “0” by setting
and
. In addition to storing an “X”, the cell allows
searching for an “X” by setting both SL and
to logic “0”. This
is an external don’t care that forces a match of a bit regardless

Fig. 7. Ternary core cells for (a)
[32], [33].

NOR-type

CAM and (b)

NAND-type

CAM

of the stored bit. Although storing an “X” is possible only in
ternary CAMs, an external “X” symbol possible in both binary
and ternary CAMs. In cases where ternary operation is needed
but only binary CAMs are available, it is possible to emulate
ternary operation using two binary cells per ternary symbol [31].
As a modification to the ternary NOR cell of Fig. 7(a), Roth et
al. [22] propose implementing the pulldown transistors
using pMOS devices and complementing the logic levels of the
searchlines and matchlines accordingly. Using pMOS transistors (instead of nMOS transistors) for the comparison circuitry
allows for a more compact layout, due to reducing the number
of spacings of p-diffusions to n-diffusions in the cell. In addition to increased density, the smaller area of the cell reduces
wiring capacitance and therefore reduces power consumption.
The tradeoff that results from using minimum-size pMOS transistors, rather than minimum-size nMOS transistors, is that the
pulldown path will have a higher equivalent resistance, slowing
down the search operation. We discuss power and operating
speed in detail in Sections III and IV.
A NAND cell can be modified for ternary storage by adding
storage for a mask bit at node M, as depicted in Fig. 7(b) [32],
[33]. When storing an “X”, we set this mask bit to “1”. This
ON, regardless of the value of D, enforces transistor
suring that the cell always matches. In addition to storing an
“X”, the cell allows searching for an “X” by setting both SL and
to logic “1”. Table III lists the stored encoding and search-bit
encoding for the ternary NAND cell.
Further minor modifications to CAM cells include mixing
parts of the NAND and NOR cells, using dynamic-threshold techniques in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) processes, and alternating
the logic level of the pulldown path to ground in the NOR cell
[34]–[36].
Currently, the NOR cell and the NAND cell are the prevalent
core cells for providing storage and comparison circuitry in
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Fig. 8. Structure of a NOR matchline with
match result.

cells. Transistor

precharges the matchline and the MLSA evaluates the state of the matchline, generating the

TABLE III
TERNARY ENCODING FOR NAND CELL

CMOS CAMs. For a comprehensive survey of the precursors
of CMOS CAM cells refer to [37].
E. Matchline Structures
We now demonstrate the NAND cell and NOR cell in constructing a CAM matchline. The matchline is one of the two
key structures in CAMs. The other is the searchline, which we
will examine in Section IV.
1) NOR Matchline: Fig. 8 depicts, in schematic form, how
NOR cells are connected in parallel to form a NOR matchline,
ML. While we show binary cells in the figure, the description
of matchline operation applies to both binary and ternary CAM.
A typical NOR search cycle operates in three phases: searchline precharge, matchline precharge, and matchline evaluation.
First, the searchlines are precharged low to disconnect the
matchlines from ground by disabling the pulldown paths in
each CAM cell. Second, with the pulldown paths disconnected,
transistor precharges the matchlines high. Finally,
the
the searchlines are driven to the search word values, triggering
the matchline evaluation phase. In the case of a match, the
, stays high as there is no discharge path
ML voltage,
to ground. In the case of a miss, there is at least one path to
ground that discharges the matchline. The matchline sense
amplifier (MLSA) senses the voltage on ML, and generates
a corresponding full-rail output match result. We will see
several variations of this scheme for evaluating the state of NOR
matchlines in Section III.
The main feature of the NOR matchline is its high speed of
operation. In the slowest case of a one-bit miss in a word, the
critical evaluation path is through the two series transistors in

the cell that form the pulldown path. Even in this worst case,
NOR-cell evaluation is faster than the NAND case, where between
8 and 16 transistors form the evaluation path.
2) NAND Matchline: Fig. 9 shows the structure of the NAND
matchline. A number of cells, , are cascaded to form the matchline (this is, in fact, a match node, but for consistency we will
refer to it as ML). For the purpose of explanation, we use the binary version of the NAND cell, but the same description applies
to the case of a ternary cell.
On the right of the figure, the precharge pMOS transistor,
, sets the initial voltage of the matchline, ML, to the supply
. Next, the evaluation nMOS transistor,
,
voltage,
turns ON. In the case of a match, all nMOS transistors
through
are ON, effectively creating a path to ground from
the ML node, hence discharging ML to ground. In the case of
through
a miss, at least one of the series nMOS transistors,
, is OFF, leaving the ML voltage high. A sense amplifier,
MLSA, detects the difference between the match (low) voltage
and the miss (high) voltage. The NAND matchline has an explicit
, unlike the NOR matchline, where
evaluation transistor,
the CAM cells themselves perform the evaluation.
There is a potential charge-sharing problem in the NAND
matchline. Charge sharing can occur between the ML node and
nodes. For example, in the case where all
the intermediate
bits match except for the leftmost bit in Fig. 9, during evaluation
there is charge sharing between the ML node and nodes
through
. This charge sharing may cause the ML node
voltage to drop sufficiently low such that the MLSA detects a
false match. A technique that eliminates charge sharing is to
precharge high, in addition to ML, the intermediate match nodes
through
. This is accomplished by setting to
the searchlines,
–
, and their complements
–
,
– , to turn ON
which forces all transistors in the chain,
and precharge the intermediate nodes. When this precharge of
the intermediate match nodes is complete, the searchlines are
set to the data values corresponding to the incoming search
word. This procedure eliminates charge sharing, since the intermediate match nodes and the ML node are initially shorted.
However, there is an increase in the power consumption due to
the searchline precharge which we will discuss Section IV.
A feature of the NAND matchline is that a miss stops signal
propagation such that there is no consumption of power past the
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matchline structure with precharge and evaluate transistors.

final matching transistor in the serial nMOS chain. Typically,
only one matchline is in the match state, consequently most
matchlines have only a small number of transistors in the chain
that are ON and thus only a small amount of power is consumed.
Two drawbacks of the NAND matchline are a quadratic delay dependence on the number of cells, and a low noise margin. The
quadratic delay-dependence comes from the fact that adding a
NAND cell to a NAND matchline adds both a series resistance due
to the series nMOS transistor and a capacitance to ground due
to the nMOS diffusion capacitance. These elements form an RC
ladder structure whose overall time constant has a quadratic dependence on the number of NAND cells. Most implementations
limit the number of cells on a NAND matchline to 8 to 16 in order
to limit the quadratic degradation in speed [38]. The low noise
margin is caused by the use of nMOS pass transistors for the
comparison circuitry. Since the gate voltage of the NAND matchthrough
) when conducting, in Fig. 9, is
line transistors (
, the highest voltage that is passed on the match, (where
is the threshold voltage of
line is
the nMOS transistor, augmented by the body effect). NOR cells
avoid this problem by applying maximum gate voltage to all
CAM cell transistors when conducting. One implementation of
a NAND-based CAM reclaims some noise margin by employing
the bootstrap effect by reversing the polarity of the matchline
precharge and evaluate [26], [39].
Since NOR cells are more prevalent in today’s CAM, we use
the NOR cell and NOR matchline in the remainder of this paper,
except where otherwise noted.
III. MATCHLINE SENSING SCHEMES
This section reviews matchline sensing schemes that generate
the match result. First, we review the conventional prechargehigh scheme, then introduce several variations that save power.
A. Conventional (Precharge-High) Matchline Sensing
We review the basic operation of the conventional prechargehigh scheme and look at sensing speed, charge sharing, timing
control and power consumption.
1) Basic Operation: The basic scheme for sensing the state
of the NOR matchline is first to precharge high the matchline and
then evaluate by allowing the NOR cells to pull down the matchlines in the case of a miss, or leave the matchline high in the case

Fig. 10. This figure shows: (a) the schematic with precharge circuitry for
matchline sensing using the precharge-high scheme, and (b) the corresponding
timing diagram showing relative signal transitions.

of a match. Fig. 10(a) shows, in schematic form, an implementation of this matchline-sensing scheme. The figure augments
Fig. 8 by explicitly adding the searchline precharge transistors.
Fig. 10(b) shows the signal timing which is divided into three
phases: SL precharge, ML precharge, and ML evaluation. The
operation begins by asserting slpre to precharge the searchlines
low, disconnecting all the pull down paths in the NOR cells. With
the pull down paths disconnected, the operation continues by asto precharge the matchline high. Once the matchserting
are de-asserted. The ML evalline is high, both slpre and
uate phase begins by placing the search word on the searchlines.
If there is at least one single-bit miss on the matchline, a path (or
multiple paths) to ground will discharge the matchline, ML, indicating a miss for the entire word, which is output on the MLSA
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Fig. 11. Matchline circuit model for (a) the match state and (b) the miss state.

sense-output node, called MLso. If all bits on the matchline
match, the matchline will remain high indicating a match for the
entire word. Using this sketch of the precharge high scheme, we
will investigate the performance of matchline in terms of speed,
robustness, and power consumption. The matchline power dissipation is one of the major sources of power consumption in
CAM. The other major source of power dissipation, the searchlines, is discussed in Section IV.
2) Matchline Model: To facilitate the analysis of matchlinesensing schemes, we desire a simple matchline circuit model. As
shown in Fig. 11, the model for the match state of the matchline is
and the model for the miss state of the matchline
a capacitor
, in parallel with a pulldown resistor
,
is a capacitor,
where is the number of bits that miss on the matchline. Referring to Fig. 10(a), the matchline capacitance,
, consists of the
matchline wiring capacitance, the NOR-cell diffusion capacitance
and
[of Fig. 7(a)], the diffusion capacitance
of transistors
of precharge transistors, and the input capacitance of the MLSA.
varies with
For misses, the equivalent matchline resistance
the number of bits, , that miss in a word; however, for the
purpose of analysis we use the worst-case (largest) resistance,
).
which occurs when there is a 1-bit miss (that is
3) Matchline Delay: Using the simple matchline model, we
can find the time required to precharge and evaluate the matchline. The time to precharge the matchline (which we define as
the 10% to 90% risetime of ML) through the precharge device
of Fig. 10(a) is given by
(1)
(2)
where
is the equivalent resistance of the precharge transistor.
The time to evaluate the matchline depends on the matchline
capacitance and the matchline pulldown resistance. The worstcase matchline pulldown resistance occurs when only a single
bit misses, activating only a single pulldown path. Referring to
, and the time for the evaluation,
Fig. 11, for a single miss,
which we define as the time for the matchline to fall to 50% of
the precharge voltage, is given by
(3)
(4)
Since, typically, minimum-sized devices are used in the cell,
the pulldown resistance is in the range of 5–10 k in a 0.18- m
, depends on the
CMOS technology. The capacitance,
number of bits on the matchline, but can be as high as a few
hundred fF in a typical 0.18- m CMOS technology.
4) Charge Sharing: There is a potential charge-sharing
problem depending on whether the CAM storage bits D and
are connected to the top transistor or the bottom transistor in the
pulldown path. Fig. 12 shows these two possible configurations

Fig. 12. Two possible configurations for the NOR cell: (a) the stored bit is
connected to the bottom transistors of the pulldown pair, and (b) the stored bit
is connected to the top transistors of the pulldown pair.

of the NOR cell. In the configuration of Fig. 12(a), there is a
charge-sharing problem between the matchline, ML, and nodes
and . Charge sharing occurs during matchline evaluation,
which occurs immediately after the matchline precharge-high
are both at
phase. During matchline precharge, SL and
ground. Once the precharge completes, one of the searchlines
or
is activated, depending on the search data, causing either
to turn ON. This shares the charge at node
or node
with that of ML, causing the ML voltage,
, to drop, even
in the case of match, which may lead to a sensing error. To
avoid this problem, designers use the configuration shown in
Fig. 12(b), where the stored bit is connected to the top transistors. Since the stored bit is constant during a search operation,
charge sharing is eliminated.
5) Replica Control: A standard issue in CAM design, as in
all memory design, is how to control the timing of clocked circuits. In the case of the precharge-high scheme, the signals that
, and a clock for MLSA. Refmust be generated are slpre,
erences [26], [39] use a replica matchline to generate timing signals in a similar fashion to that used in replica wordlines and bitlines in traditional memory design [40]. The replica matchline
controls the length of precharge and evaluation phases during a
CAM cycle minimizing the effect of process variation since the
replica matchline loading tracks the variations in the rest of the
array.
Fig. 13 is a simplified block diagram showing how a replica
matchline may be used to control the precharge and evaluate
timing. A replica word is programmed so that its matchline is
in the (slowest case) one-bit miss state on every cycle regardless of the input data word. The transition on the replica match, is used to generate the shutoff signal which
line,
latches all the matchlines and ends the search cycle.
6) Power Consumption: The dynamic power consumed by
a single matchline that misses is due to the rising edge during
precharge and the falling edge during evaluation, and is given
by the equation
(5)
where is the frequency of search operations. In the case of a
match, the power consumption associated with a single matchline depends on the previous state of the matchline; however,
since typically there is only a small number of matches we
can neglect this power consumption. Accordingly, the overall
matchline power consumption of a CAM block with matchlines is
(6)
(7)
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Replica matchline for timing control.
Fig. 14.

B. Low-Swing Schemes
One method of reducing the ML power consumption, and potentially increasing its speed, is to reduce the ML voltage swing
[21], [41]. The reduction of power consumption is linearly proportional to the reduction of the voltage swing, resulting in the
modified power equation
(8)
is the voltage swing of the ML. The main chalwhere
lenge addressed by various low-swing implementations is using
a low-swing voltage without resorting to an externally generated
reference voltage.
Fig. 14 is a simplified schematic of the matchline sensing
scheme of [21], which saves power by reducing swing. The
matchline swing is reduced from the full supply swing to
mV. Precharge to 300 mV is accomplished by
, with every matchline. The
associating a tank capacitor,
precharge operation (assertion of pre signal) charges the tank
and then uses charge sharing (enabled by eval
capacitor to
signal) to dump the charge onto the matchline. The matchline
precharge voltage is given by
(9)
and is set to be equal to 300 mV in the design [21]. In the case
of a miss, the matchline discharges through the CAM cell(s) to
ground, whereas in the case of match, the matchline remains at
the precharge level. Matchline evaluation uses a sense amplifier
that employs transistor ratios to generate a reference level of
mV. This sense amplifier is shown in
about
generic form in the figure. A similar charge-sharing matchline
scheme was also described in [41].
C. Current-Race Scheme
Fig. 15(a) shows a simplified schematic of the current-race
scheme [42]. This scheme precharges the matchline low and
evaluates the matchline state by charging the matchline with
supplied by a current source. The signal timing
a current
is shown in Fig. 15(b). The precharge signal, mlpre, starts the
search cycle by precharging the matchline low. Since the matchline is precharged low, the scheme concurrently charges the
searchlines to their search data values, eliminating the need for
a separate SL precharge phase required by the precharge-high
scheme of Fig. 10(b). Instead, there is a single SL/ML precharge
phase, as indicated in Fig. 15(b). After the SL/ML precharge
phase completes, the enable signal, , connects the current
source to the matchline. A matchline in the match state charges
linearly to a high voltage, while a matchline in the miss state

Low-swing matchline sensing scheme of [21].

, where
decharges to to a voltage of only
notes the number of misses in cells connected to the matchline.
By setting the maximum voltage of a miss to be small, a simple
matchline sense amplifier easily differentiates between a match
state and a miss state and generates the signal MLso. As shown
, whose
in Fig. 15, the amplifier is the nMOS transistor,
output is stored by a half-latch. The nMOS sense transistor trips
. After some delay, matchlines
the latch with a threshold of
in the match state will charge to slightly above
tripping their
latch, whereas matchlines in the miss state will remain at a much
smaller voltage, leaving their latch in the initial state. A simple
replica matchline (not shown) controls the shutoff of the current
source and the latching of the match signal.
We derive the power consumption of this scheme by first
noting that the same amount of current is discharged into every
matchline, regardless of the state of the matchline. Looking at
the match case for convenience, the power consumed to charge
is
a matchline to slightly above
(10)
Since the power consumption of a match and a miss are identical, the overall power consumption for all matchlines is
(11)
This equation is identical to the low-swing scheme (8),
with
. The benefits of this scheme over the
precharge-high schemes are the simplicity of the threshold
circuitry and the extra savings in searchline power due to the
elimination of the SL precharge phase which is discussed
further in Section IV.
The current-race scheme also allows changing the CAM cell
configuration due to the fact that the matchline is precharged
low. With precharge low, there is no charge-sharing problem
for either CAM cell configuration of Fig. 12, since the ML
precharge level is the same as the level of the intermediate
and . Rather than to avoid charge sharing, the crinodes
terion that determines which cell to use in this case is matching
parasitic capacitances between MLs. In the configuration of
Fig. 12(b), the parasitic load on a matchline depends on the
and of
. Since different cells will have
ON/OFF state of
different stored data, there will be variations in the capaciamong the MLs. However, in the configuration of
tance
Fig. 12(a), the variation of parasitic capacitance on the matchwhich are the
line depends only on the states of SL and
same for all cells in the same column. Thus, the configuration of
Fig. 12(a) maintains good matching between MLs and prevents
possible sensing errors due to parasitic capacitance variations.
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Fig. 15. For current-race matchline sensing [42]: (a) a schematic of the circuit implementation including precharge circuitry and (b) a timing diagram for a single
search cycle.

D. Selective-Precharge Scheme
The matchline-sensing techniques we have seen so far, expend approximately the same amount of energy on every matchline, regardless of the specific data pattern, and whether there is
a match or a miss. We now examine three schemes that allocate
power to matchlines nonuniformly.
The first technique, called selective precharge, performs a
match operation on the first few bits of a word before activating the search of the remaining bits [43]. For example, in a
144-bit word, selective precharge initially searches only the first
3 bits and then searches the remaining 141 bits only for words
that matched in the first 3 bits. Assuming a uniform random
data distribution, the initial 3-bit search should allow only 1/2
words to survive to the second stage saving about 88% of the
matchline power. In practice, there are two sources of overhead
that limit the power saving. First, to maintain speed, the initial
match implementation may draw a higher power per bit than
the search operation on the remaining bits. Second, an application may have a data distribution that is not uniform, and, in the
worst-case scenario, the initial match bits are identical among
all words in the CAM, eliminating any power saving.
Fig. 16 is a simplified schematic of an example of selective precharge similar to that presented in the original paper
[43]. The example uses the first bit for the initial search and
the remaining
bits for the remaining search. To maintain speed, the implementation modifies the precharge part of
the precharge-high scheme [of Fig. 10(a) and (b)]. The ML is
precharged through the transistor
, which is controlled by
the NAND CAM cell and turned on only if there is a match in
the first CAM bit. The remaining cells are NOR cells. Note that
the ML of the NOR cells must be pre-discharged (circuitry not
shown) to ground to maintain correct operation in the case that
the previous search left the matchline high due to a match. Thus,
one implementation of selective precharge is to use this mixed
NAND/NOR matchline structure.
Selective precharge is perhaps the most common method used
to save power on matchlines [22], [44]–[48] since it is both
simple to implement and can reduce power by a large amount
in many CAM applications.

Fig. 16. Sample implementation of the selective-precharge matchline
technique [43]. The first cell on the matchline is a NAND cell, while the other
cells are NOR cells. Precharge occurs only in the case where there is a match
in the first cell. If there is no match in the first cell, the precharge transistor is
disconnected from the matchline, thus saving power.

E. Pipelining Scheme
In selective precharge, the matchline is divided into two
segments. More generally, an implementation may divide the
matchline into any number of segments, where a match in a
given segment results in a search operation in the next segment
but a miss terminates the match operation for that word. A
design that uses multiple matchline segments in a pipelined
fashion is the pipelined matchlines scheme [49], [50]. Fig. 17(a)
shows a simplified schematic of a conventional NOR matchline
structure where all cells are connected in parallel. Fig. 17(b)
shows the same set of cells as in Fig. 17(a), but with the
matchline broken into four matchline segments that are serially
evaluated. If any stage misses, the subsequent stages are shut
off, resulting in power saving. The drawbacks of this scheme
are the increased latency and the area overhead due to the
pipeline stages. By itself, a pipelined matchline scheme is not
as compelling as basic selective precharge; however, pipelining
enables the use of hierarchical searchlines, thus saving power.
Section IV discusses hierarchical searchlines in detail.
Another approach is to segment the matchline so that each
individual bit forms a segment [51]. Thus, selective precharge
operates on a bit-by-bit basis. In this design, the CAM cell is
modified so that the match evaluation ripples through each CAM
cell. If at any cell there is a miss, the subsequent cells do not
activate, as there is no need for a comparison operation. The
drawback of this scheme is the extra circuitry required at each
cell to gate the comparison with the result from the previous cell.
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Current-saving matchline-sensing scheme [52], [53].

G. Summary

Fig. 17.
a stage.

Pipelined matchlines reduce power by shutting down after a miss in

F. Current-Saving Scheme
The current-saving scheme [52], [53] is another data-dependent matchline-sensing scheme which is a modified form of
the current-race sensing scheme. Recall that the current-race
scheme uses the same current on each matchline, regardless of
whether it has a match or a miss. The key improvement of the
current-saving scheme is to allocate a different amount of current for a match than for a miss. In the current-saving scheme,
matches are allocated a larger current and misses are allocated a
lower current. Since almost every matchline has a miss, overall
the scheme saves power.
Fig. 18 shows a simplified schematic of the current-saving
scheme. The main difference from the current-race scheme as
depicted in Fig. 15 is the addition of the current-control block.
This block is the mechanism by which a different amount of
current is allocated, based on a match or a miss. The input to
, and
this current-control block is the matchline voltage,
,
the output is a control voltage that determines the current,
which charges the matchline. The current-control block proresults in higher
,
vides positive feedback since higher
which, in turn, results in higher
.
Recall that matchlines in the match state are purely capacitive
[see Fig. 11(a)], whereas matchlines in the miss state have both
capacitance and resistance [see Fig. 11(b)]. In this scheme, the
matchline is precharged low, just as in the current-race scheme.
In the current-race scheme, the current source provides a constant amount of current regardless of the state of the matchline. In the current-saving scheme, the amount of current is initially the same for all matchlines, but the current control reduces
the current provided to matchlines that miss (have a resistance
to ground), but maintains the current to matchlines that match
(with no resistance to ground). The current-control block increases the current as the voltage on the ML rises and the voltage
on the ML rises faster for large ML resistance. Recall that the
ML resistance depends on the number of bits that miss. Since
the amount of current decreases with the number of misses, it
follows that the power dissipated on the matchline also depends
on the number of bits that miss. References [52] and [53] show
that this scheme saves over 50% of matchline power compared
to the current-race scheme.

Table IV summarizes the main features of the matchline
sensing-schemes discussed in this section. The results in the
table were simulated using HSpice for a 0.18- m CMOS
process using the baseline ternary cell of [54] in a 152 72
ternary CAM block. The energy is reported in the standard
units of fJ/bit/search. The table includes qualitative evaluations
of the simplicity of implementing the sensing scheme and the
scheme’s immunity to noise. Overall, we see that there is only
a small difference in speed between the various schemes, so the
parameters that differentiate the schemes are primarily power
consumption, scheme simplicity, and noise immunity.
IV. SEARCHLINE DRIVING APPROACHES
Searchline power consumption depends partly on the matchline scheme. In this section, we look at the power consumption of the searchlines for three cases: matchline precharge high,
matchline precharge low, and pipelined matchlines with hierarchical searchlines.
A. Conventional Approach
The conventional approach to driving the searchlines applies
to matchline schemes that precharge the matchlines high. In this
approach, during the search cycle, the searchlines are driven by
a cascade of inverters first to their precharge level and then to
their data value. The searchline power consumption depends on
the searchline capacitance, which consists of wire capacitance
and one transistor gate capacitance per row. The equation for the
dynamic power consumption of the searchlines is
(12)
(13)
is the total capacitance of a single searchline, is
where
is the total number
the total number of searchline pairs (and
is the power supply voltage. Recall
of searchlines), and
that there are two searchlines per bit, which are precharged low
and then charged to the appropriate (differential) search-data
values. This results in two transitions per searchlines pair, or,
equivalently, one transition per searchline. To this power, we
must add the power consumption of the drivers. To maintain
high speed, we drive the capacitance with drivers consisting of a
cascade of inverters sized using exponentially increasing widths
[55]. When the searchline drivers are sized to minimize delay,
the drivers add an overhead of about 25% to (12).
B. Eliminating Searchline Precharge
We can save searchline power by eliminating the SL precharge
phase depicted in Fig. 10(b). Eliminating the SL precharge
phase reduces the toggling of the searchlines, thus reducing
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TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF MATCHLINE SENSING TECHNIQUES

power. As discussed in the previous section, matchline-sensing
schemes that precharge the matchline low eliminate the need
for SL precharge, since enabling the pulldown path in the NOR
cell does not interfere with matchline precharge. These schemes
directly activate the searchlines with their search data without
going through an SL precharge phase. Since, in the typical case,
about 50% of the search data bits toggle from cycle to cycle,
there is a 50% reduction in searchline power, compared to the
precharge-high matchline-sensing schemes that have an SL
precharge phase. The equation for the reduced power in this case
is
(14)
This equation shows that matchline-sensing schemes that
precharge the matchlines low also save power on the searchlines. In fact, in these precharge-low schemes, the reduction
in searchline power can be as large as, or even larger than, the
reduction in matchline power.
C. Hierarchical Searchlines
Another method of saving searchline power is to shut off
some searchlines (when possible) by using the hierarchical
searchline scheme [30], [49], [50], [56]. Hierarchical searchlines are built on top of pipelined matchlines, which were
discussed in Section III. The basic idea of hierarchical searchlines is to exploit the fact that few matchlines survive the first
segment of the pipelined matchlines. With the conventional
searchline approach, even though only a small number of
matchlines survive the first segment, all searchlines are still
driven. Instead of this, the hierarchical searchline scheme
divides the searchlines into a two-level hierarchy of global
searchlines (GSLs) and local searchlines (LSLs). Fig. 19
shows a simplified hierarchical searchline scheme, where the
matchlines are pipelined into two segments, and the searchlines
are divided into four LSLs per GSL. In the figure, each LSL
feeds only a single matchline (for simplicity), but the number of
matchlines per LSL can be 64 to 256. The GSLs are active every
cycle, but the LSLs are active only when necessary. Activating
LSLs is necessary when at least one of the matchlines fed by
the LSL is active. In many cases, an LSL will have no active
matchlines in a given cycle, hence there is no need to activate

Fig. 19.

Hierarchical searchline structure [49], [50].

the LSL, saving power. Thus, the overall power consumption
on the searchlines is
(15)
where
is the GSL capacitance,
is the LSL capacitance (of all LSLs connected to a GSL) and is the activity
primarily consists of wiring capacitance,
rate of the LSLs.
consists of wiring capacitance and the gate capacwhereas
itance of the SL inputs of the CAM cells. The factor , which
can be as low as 25% in some cases, is determined by the search
data and the data stored in the CAM. We see from (15) that
determines how much power is saved on the LSLs, but the cost
of this savings is the power dissipated by the GSLs. Thus, the
power dissipated by the GSLs must be sufficiently small so that
overall searchline power is lower than that using the conventional approach.
If wiring capacitance is small compared to the parasitic transistor capacitance [56], then the scheme saves power. However,
as transistor dimensions scale down, it is expected that wiring
capacitance will increase relative to transistor parasitic capacitance. In the situation where wiring capacitance is comparable
and
or larger than the parasitic transistor capacitance,
will be similar in size, resulting in no power savings. In
this case, small-swing signaling on the GSLs can reduce the
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TABLE V
SUMMARY OF SEARCHLINE-DRIVING APPROACHES

power of the GSLs compared to that of the full-swing LSLs [49],
[50]. This results in the modified searchline power of
(16)
where
is the low-swing voltage on the GSLs (assuming
). This scheme rean externally available power supply
quires an amplifier to convert the low-swing GSL signal to the
full-swing signals on the LSLs. Fortunately, there is only a small
number of these amplifiers per searchline, so that the area and
power overhead of this extra circuitry is small.
D. Summary
Table V summarizes the main features of the searchline-driving approaches discussed in this section. The power
and speed results presented in the table were found by simulation with HSpice for a 0.18- m CMOS process using the
72 ternary CAM
baseline ternary cell of [54] in a 512
block. The power for hierarchical searchlines is reported for
the larger CAM size of 1024 144 as used in [49] and [50]
since the scheme requires a longer word to be amortize the
cost of the overhead power. The table includes qualitative
evaluations of the simplicity of implementing the sensing
scheme and the scheme’s immunity to noise. Overall, we see
that the conventional and eliminating precharge scheme are the
same in all respects except the power consumption is halved
in the eliminating precharge scheme, make it preferable to the
conventional approach when a compatible matchline sensing
scheme is available. Furthermore, the hierarchical searchlines
technique saves even more power, at the cost of both increased
implementation complexity and lower noise immunity.
V. POWER-SAVING CAM ARCHITECTURES
Until this point, we have seen circuit techniques to reduce
power. In this section, we look at architectural techniques for
saving power. In 1995, Schultz and Gulak [57] presented a
survey of architectures for large-capacity CAMs. In this paper,
we review three architectures that have been reported since that
time.
First, a straightforward architectural technique that saves
power is bank-selection, where only a subset of the CAM is
active on any given cycle. The bank selection scheme was first
proposed in [58] and [59] and labeled preclassification in [60]
and [61]. The purpose of these older bank-selection schemes
was to save area but the technique has since been modified
instead to save power. The basic concept is that bank selection
divides the CAM into subsets called banks. Fig. 20 provides a

Fig. 20. Simplified diagram of a bank-selection scheme. The bank-selection
scheme partitions the CAM and shuts off unneeded banks.

block diagram of a simplified bank-selection scheme. Two extra
data bits, called bank-select bits, partition the CAM into four
blocks. When storing data, the bank-select bits determine into
which of the four blocks to store the data. When searching data,
the bank-select bits determine which one of the four blocks to
activate and search. The decoder accomplishes the selection by
providing enable signals to each block. In the example in the
figure, the bank-select bits are 10 which selects bank 2.
In the original preclassification schemes, this architecture was
used to reduce area by sharing the comparison circuitry between
blocks. Although the blocks in Fig. 20 are shown as physically
separate, they can be arranged such that words from different
blocks are adjacent. Since only one of four blocks is active at any
time, only 1/4 of the comparison circuitry is necessary compared
to the case with no bank selection, thus saving area.
Instead of saving area, recent bank selection schemes aim
to reduce power [21]. Bank selection reduces overall power
consumption in proportion to the number of blocks. Thus, using
four blocks ideally reduces the power consumption by 75%
compared to a CAM without bank selection.
The major drawback of bank selection is the problem of bank
overflow. Since, in a CAM, there are many more input combinations than storage locations, the storage of a bank can quickly
overflow. Take, for example, a CAM with 72-bit words (and
an additional bank-select bit) and 32K entries divided into two
banks with 16K entries. While each bank has 16K locations,
there are actually 2 possible entries per bank. Thus, it can
often occur that there are more entries than can fit in the assigned
bank. This overflow condition requires extra circuitry and forces
multiple banks to be activated at once, decreasing the savings in
power. To avoid overflow, an external mechanism can balance
the data in the banks by periodically re-partitioning the banks.
Algorithms for partitioning the input data space in packet-forwarding applications are an active area of research [62], [63].
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Fig. 22.
CAM.

Fig. 21.

Schematic view of matchline structure of pre-computation-based

Conceptual view of pre-computation-based CAM.

The second architectural technique for saving power, which
applies only to binary CAM, is pre-computation. Pre-computation stores some extra information along with each word that
is used in the search operation to save power [64], [65]. These
extra bits are derived from the stored word, and used in an initial search before searching the main word. If this initial search
fails, then the CAM aborts the subsequent search, thus saving
power. This is the same mechanism that we have already seen
used in the selective-precharge technique; however, pre-computation has a second purpose, which is to save CAM cell area, a
fact which we will see shortly. Fig. 21 shows a conceptual view
of the operation of a pre-computation-based CAM (PB-CAM).
The extra information holds the number of ones in the stored
word. For example, in Fig. 21, when searching for the data word,
10111, the pre-computation circuit counts the number of ones
(which is four in this case). The number four is compared on the
left-hand side to the stored 1’s counts. Only matchlines
and
match, since only they have a 1’s count of four. In
the stored-words stage in Fig. 21, only two comparisons actively
results in a match.
consume power and only matchline
The compelling part of PB-CAM results from exploiting the
1’s count to simplify the comparison circuitry in the second
stage. Although the 1’s count comparison circuitry uses conventional CAM cells, the regular storage uses simplified CAM
cells that have only one pulldown path (a total of two pulldown
transistors instead of four), as shown in Fig. 22. Even with the
simplified cell, the match result is always correct since a mismatched word in this second stage always has the same number
of 1 s as the search data word. A mismatch will always cause at
least one path to ground. For the match case, there are no paths
to ground, guaranteeing correct operation.
The third architectural concept for saving power is to change
the encoding of stored data in the CAM cell [66], [67]. First, notice that, by storing the entry 101XX in a 5-bit ternary CAM, the
stored word will match the four search data words 10100, 10101,
10110, and 10111. Correspondingly, we can view a stored word
in a ternary CAM as actually storing multiple words. We can extend this view to multiple entries. Thus, for example, the three
entries 00011, 001XX, 01000 will match any search word in
the range 00011 to 01000. Efficiently mapping a set of ranges
to stored ternary CAM words allows for reduction of the size of
the CAM required for an application [68]–[70]. Reducing the
number of entries also has the effect of reducing power consumption, since power consumption in CAM is proportional to
the array size.

Fig. 23. Two ternary CAM cells are viewed as four independent half cells in
the dense encoding scheme of [66] and [67].

To allow for a more dense encoding than conventional ternary
CAM, Hanzawa et al. [66], [67] propose changing the encoding
of the CAM resulting in a smaller average number of entries. For
the application of network routing, their scheme in comparison
to conventional ternary encoding reduces the number of entries
by almost 50% in some cases.
We describe this new dense encoding by comparing it to conventional CAM encoding. Fig. 23 shows two ternary CAM cells
on a matchline, with each half ternary cell identified by a dotted
box. A group of two ternary cells is called a local matchline
in this scheme. In conventional ternary CAM encoding, there
are three possible states (0, 1, X) for each ternary CAM cell
and, correspondingly, nine states in total for two ternary cells.
Table VI lists all the possible encodings for a pair of ternary CAM
cells. The first column of Table VI lists these nine states and the
second column lists the value of the four storage cells (two per
ternary cells) denoted A, B, C, and D with respect to Fig. 23. The
third column lists the words that cells represent. For the last four
rows, the X entries result in multiple stored words per cell. Note
that only some of the possible combinations are available. For
example, the combinations of 0, 2 and 1, 3 are available, but the
combinations of 0, 3 and 0, 2, 3 are not available.
Since there are four storage cells for two ternary cells, there
possible states. The dense encoding
are actually
scheme makes use of these previously unused states to make
possible the storage of any combination. Table VII lists the
encoding for four ternary half-CAM cells (forming two ternary
CAM cells) for the dense encoding scheme. The first column
of Table VII lists the possible entry data for the dense-encoding
and the second column lists the values of the storage cells A,
B, C, and D, corresponding to those in Fig. 23. In this scheme,
every possible combination of 0, 1, 2, and 3 can be stored.
The matchline architecture is modified to accommodate the
dense encoding as shown in Fig. 24. The matchline is divided
into local matchlines (LMLs) and global matchlines (GMLs).
Only two LMLs for one GML are shown in the figure for simplicity. The GMLs are divided into sets of LMLs that are made
up of four ternary half-cells (Fig. 23). A GML operates the same
way as the conventional NOR matchline, where a path to ground
indicates a miss, and no path to ground indicates a match. The
logic levels on the LML, however, are inverted so that a path to
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TABLE VII
POSSIBLE ENCODINGS FOR TWO TERNARY CELLS IN DENSE ENCODING

ground indicates a match, while no path to ground indicates a
miss. To see how this works, we assume that an LML stores the
numbers 0, 2, and 3, which according to Table VII, means that
. In the case where the search word is 0, 2, or 3
(corresponding to searchlines set to 0001, 0100, and 1000, respectively), there is a path to ground indicating a match. In the
case of search for a 1 (corresponding to searchlines set to 0010)
there is no path to ground indicating a miss. The GMLs are used
to construct longer words that are made up of multiple LMLs.
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE TRENDS
The main thread of recent CAM research is the reduction of
power consumption. Power dissipation in CAM is dominated by
dynamic power as summarized by the relation
(17)
where represents the switching activity. Based on this relation, there is only a small number of parameters that can be
varied to reduce power. First, wherever possible, we organize
the CAM so as to minimize transistor and wire capacitance to
keep small. Second, as the matchline-sensing schemes show,
on the matchlines to save power. Third, we rewe reduce
duce the transition activity factor, , by reducing the transition
rate as the in selective-precharge, hierarchical searchlines, and
bank-selection schemes. Finally, we also improve power sav, dictated by the
ings with reductions of the supply voltage,
CMOS process used.
One critical area of CAM performance that is largely unexplored is that of peak power consumption with worst-case data
patterns. Many of the techniques surveyed in this paper are effective in reducing average power consumption but actually increase peak power consumption. Peak power consumption is a
concern because many design decisions, especially at the board
level, are determined by peak power considerations. For example, a system with 6 CAM chips that each consume 5 W
of peak power must dedicate 30 W of the supply’s power to
the CAM chips. With aggressive power-saving techniques, the
chips may each draw as little as 1 W average power, leaving unused 24 W of the potential power. This extra power capability
could have been used for other components, or a cheaper supply
with lower output capability could have been used.

Fig. 24. Each local matchline (LML) is encoded as in Table VII using active
low logic. The logic level on the global matchline operates with the typical
matchline logic levels with a logic high indicating a match and a logic low
indication a miss [66], [67].

We also expect the promise of emerging nonvolatile memories
to spur innovation in CAM design. These memories, such as
ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM), magnetoresistive RAM (MRAM),
and phase-change RAM (PRAM) [71]–[73], present several
new challenges. The primary one comes from the fact that unlike
SRAM cells (or DRAM cells), these memories do not simply
store data in the form of low and high voltage levels. Instead,
for example, MRAM and PRAM store data as low and high
resistance values This means that the comparison operation and
the matchline-sensing scheme in nonvolatile CAM will likely
be implemented in a different fashion from that now used.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have surveyed CAM circuits and architectures, with an emphasis on high-capacity CAM. First, we
motivated our discussion by showing how CAMs can be applied
to packet forwarding in network routers. At the circuit level, we
have reviewed the two basic CMOS cells, namely the NOR cell
and the NAND cell. We have also shown how the cells are combined in a matchline structure to form a CAM word. We have
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explored the conventional precharge-high scheme for sensing
the matchline, as well as several variations that save matchline
power including low-swing sensing, the current-race scheme,
selective precharge, pipelining, and current saving scheme.
We have also reviewed the conventional approach for driving
searchlines, and the power-saving approaches which eliminate
the searchline precharge or employ hierarchical searchlines. At
the architectural level, we have reviewed three architectures for
reducing CAM power, namely bank-selection, pre-computation, and dense encoding. Finally, we have presented our views
of future development in the CAM field.
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